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Background

• Last year - 40th anniversary 

of the Health and Safety at 

Work Act coming into force

• Fatal incidents, injuries and 

ill health greatly reduced 

• World leader

• But … Still some way to go 

in many areas 



A world class system

Fatalities: 651 to 105 employees* (1974 to 2015/16p). 

* excludes self-employed

Reported Injuries: 337,000 to 77,000 (1974 to 2011/12). 

Ill health cases: fallen by a third (since early 1990’s).  

European benchmarks (2011)

UK



EU Referendum

• No immediate 

consequences for how 

HSE works and regulates

• Three main areas of EU 

activity

– social policy

– environmental & human 

health protection

– single market



Better Regulation  

• £10bn savings to be delivered 

over the Parliament

• Post Implementation Reviews 

• Some regulatory 

consolidation and amendment 

• Inspection and examination of 

plant & equipment

• Risk assessment

• Business on business 

burdens - ‘Blue Tape’ 



New strategy for the GB system



Help Great Britain Work Well

• The strategy will help:

– build a safer, healthier and 

more prosperous Great Britain 

– enable businesses to be more 

productive and grow

– reduce expense dealing with 

unnecessary ill health

– support a healthy workforce 

that feels valued by their 

employers

– tackle issues by working 

together



Opportunities & challenges

Success has created many 

opportunities but also 

challenges:

• it will be stretching to drive 

further improvement 

• need to resist temptation to 

set disproportionate standards 

• immediacy of safety 

challenges has detracted from 

effectively tackling health 

issues



Helping Britain Work Well



Acting Together

• Everyone has an active part to 

play in implementing the 

strategy

The Food and Drink 

Manufacture Forum 

• Help identify the most important 

challenges and develop ways of 

taking collective ownership

Common Strategy 2016-21



Tacking ill health

• 1.2 m working people suffering 

from work-related illness last year 

- half a million were new 

conditions

• Food & Drink Forum focus:

specifically on MSDs 

 raising industry’s game on 

reducing work related ill health



Supporting small employers

• Reaching SMEs is challenging

what can the food & drink 

industry do to support SME’s?

• Where supply chains involve 

SME’s, are these: 

supportive and enabling 

practical and proportionate in 

addressing health and safety



Sharing success

• Sharing good practice, both at home and 

abroad

 The International Food and Drink 

Manufacturing Health and Safety 

Awards

 through the Annual Conference

• The challenge is what more as a sector 

could you do share success:

 leadership

 involving the workforce 



Food & Drink Manufacture Forum – contribution 

• Common Strategy

 Ill-health / injury reduction

MSDs 

Slips & trips

Occupational health 

management

• Delivery will require strong 

leadership by individual 

businesses, suppliers & trade 

bodies 



HSE’s contribution

• Continue to support the system 

by:

maintaining the regulatory 

framework

 acting as a catalyst for 

improvements

 enforcing the law where 

required



In summary

• Fatal incidents, injuries and 

ill health greatly reduced 

since 1974

• Further improvements a big 

challenge for us all 

• The need to work together 

and for real leadership

• What will you be doing?



Many thanks 
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#HelpGBWorkWell


